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A Word from the President
Chuo Mitsui

Chuo Mitsui is the trust banking arm of Mitsui Trust Financial Group and
focuses on retail trust business, banking business, real estate operations and
stock transfer agency services. We draw on a broad spectrum of know-how
accumulated as a trust bank in extending high-quality products and services
attuned to the diverse needs of our clients.
    For individuals, we are reinforcing sales of investment trusts and annuity
insurance by expanding our selection with a steady stream of new products
fine-tuned to clients’ needs. We are also aggressively promoting loans to
individuals, with a focus on mainstay housing loans.
    For corporate clients, we are concentrating on asset-backed financing,
such as real estate non-recourse loans, as we work to cement our presence
in new business areas, including small business loans and financing con-
nected to corporate revitalization. In real estate operations, we aim to take

advantage of invigorated market conditions with a sharper competitive edge and resourceful pursuit of various business
opportunities in this field. In stock transfer agency services, we are maximizing improved client services and high-level
consultation expertise to attract more interest from issuing companies.
    Looking ahead, we want to lift profitability still higher, and with this goal in mind we will complement existing
activities by energetically tackling a wide range of new pursuits.
    As a member of Mitsui Trust Financial Group, we value the unshakable bonds of trust that the Group and we, Chuo
Mitsui, have formed with clients and investors. On behalf of the Board, I ask for your continued understanding and
support of our efforts.

August 2005

Kazuo Tanabe
President

Chuo Mitsui extends high-quality, high-value-added services to retail and corporate clients as a member of Mitsui Trust
Financial Group.

Business Outline

Individual Services Corporate Services

Financial Services Stock Transfer Agency ServicesReal Estate Operations

• Sell investment trusts and 
     annuity insurance
• Provide various trust and 
     deposit products
• Extend loans to individuals
• Facilitate utilization of real estate
• Extend testamentary trust and 
     inheritance-processing services

• Present diverse financing  
     techniques
• Function as advisory
• Promote business matching
• Extend small-business loans
• Offer fund management products

• Provide stock-related services
• Administer support for initial 
     public offerings (IPOs)
• Offer practical, stock-related 
     legal services
• Provide services to promote the 
     use of information technology
• Offer services to support 
     investor relations activities

• Undertake brokerage of properties
• Securitize property holdings
• Perform appraisals
• Suggest methods for effective 
     utilization of real estate
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具体的な取り組みとサービス外部環境・お客さまのニーズ

Individuals are shifting funds away from savings in
favor of investments amid public pension system
reform and the removal of payoff limits.

Changes in society, such as the rising number of
senior citizens and a trend toward a nuclear
family-style household, have prompted demand
for effective utilization of assets and smooth
transfer and maintenance of inheritance.

The market is increasingly on the lookout for
highly convenient products matched to deregula-
tion and advances in information technology.

Provide a wide array of products and services
geared to clients’ needs.

Apply know-how on asset utilization through
high-level consultations.

Enrich the network through such measures as
distinctive branch development.

Concrete Actions, ServicesExternal Environment, Clients’ Needs
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Products and Services to Meet Clients’ Needs
Top of the Industry in Sales of Investment Trusts and
Annuity Insurance
Chuo Mitsui handles a rich variety of investment trusts
and annuity insurance geared to client needs and comple-
ments these funds with expanded access to accurate, high-
quality consultations. Through these efforts, the Bank has
achieved a vanguard position among domestic financial
institutions with the industry’s highest balances in sales of
investment trusts as well as variable annuities.

Best Quality, a members-only service, grants eligible
clients special interest rates—higher on deposits and
lower on loans—as well as reduced fees for safe-deposit
boxes and custody of wills. Efforts to make the service
even better include a wider scope of eligibility that
covers an entire household, rather than just a specific
individual within that household.

No. 1 Trust Bank in Loans to Individuals
Chuo Mitsui maintains an extensive assortment of loan
products, from financing for newly built homes and homes
that owners buy upon selling their old dwellings, to refi-
nancing schemes, all tailored to the requirements of each
client. Clients who already have a housing loan through
the Bank are eligible for “free loan” products as well. These
are loans that can be used however the borrower wishes.

With a balance of ¥2,921.5 billion in loans to
individuals as of March 31, 2005, on an internal account-
ing basis before securitization of housing loans, Chuo
Mitsui claims the No. 1 position among Japanese trust
banks in this loan category.

(As of March 31)

Balance of Loans to Individuals
(Internal control basis, balance before securitization)

(Billions of yen)
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(As of March 31)

Among the Industry’s Highest Fund Balances
Chuo Mitsui offers a wide selection of savings products,
from typical trust products to deposit products, each
matched to the asset formation needs of clients. With
this range of products, the Bank has obtained one of the
highest fund balances among dedicated trust banks in
Japan as well as the leading balance for asset formation
trusts in the domestic trust banking industry.
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Individual Services

High-Level Consultations: Conduit of Know-How
on Asset Utilization
Capitalizing on Real Estate
To make the most out of real estate holdings, clients need
access to broad-based knowledge, from land appraisals to
the formation of project plans and financing schemes. As
a financial expert, Chuo Mitsui can help with its wide
selection of specialized consulting services, including
suggestions for fully utilizing real estate, advice on
property sales and replacement, and a notable fund-
procurement instrument that uses building and apartment
loans to obtain the funds needed to fully capitalize on a
property’s potential.
    The Bank and subsidiary Chuo Mitsui Realty Co., Ltd.,
also present a wealth of information about properties on
the market to facilitate clients’ efforts to purchase or sell
a home.

Testamentary Trusts, Testamentary Processing
The drafting of a will is the most reliable way for a per-
son to ensure that precious or hard-earned assets are
transferred smoothly to the specified beneficiaries or to
allocate a certain portion of the assets to a particularly
deserving individual or charity.
    Chuo Mitsui’s comprehensive view of testamentary-
related business covers all angles, including taxation and
legal considerations. The Bank utilizes the expertise only
a trust bank can acquire to extend pertinent advice on
the preparation of wills for expeditious transfer of
wealth. We also offer subsequent assistance, such as
keeping wills in custody and acting as executor to guar-
antee accurate distribution of assets according to the
stated wishes of the deceased.
    In addition, we accept requests on behalf of heirs
when a will does not exist. These inheritance-related
procedures include examination of the components of an
estate and transferring title to the respective heirs.
    Recent social developments, such as an ever-increasing
ratio of senior citizens in the population and a greater incli-
nation toward a nuclear family-type household, as well as
the implementation of an adult guardian system, have
spurred greater interest in administering and protecting the
assets of older people. Chuo Mitsui provides a trust for this
purpose that is tailor-made to the requirements of each
client and gives beneficiaries peace of mind.
    The Bank also maintains an agreement with the Legal-
Support Adult Guardian Center pertaining to advice
on and use of the adult guardian system to deal with
requests from clients seeking details about the system.

Varied Network with Distinctive Branches
As of July 2005, Chuo Mitsui’s network included 70
branches—67 regular branches and three sub-branches—
as well as 17 Consulplaza in-store mini-branches, which
specialize in consultations, and the Client Support Center,
which responds to clients who ask for assistance by mail
or telephone because they find it difficult to visit a branch.
    Chuo Mitsui also offers Internet and telephone bank-
ing services. Through the Internet, clients can execute
several financial tasks, such as buying or selling units in
investment trusts or pinning down exact answers to asset
management questions. Through the telephone, clients
can make adjustments to investment trusts and other
trusts and deposits, send remittances and check on
account balances.
    In addition, clients can use their Chuo Mitsui client
cards to make deposits and withdrawals on ordinary
deposit accounts or other accounts at automated teller
machines and cash dispensers installed at post offices
throughout the country. Generally, such transactions are
free of charge, but a fixed fee applies to withdrawals
executed outside of regular business hours.

Number of Wills in Custody
(Number)
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具体的な取り組みとサービス外部環境・お客さまのニーズ

Increasingly diversified, high-level techniques are
becoming available to clients for procuring funds.

Clients are working to improve corporate value.

Demand for small business loans is on the rise.

Extend a broad range of financing options
through various financing methods.

Provide an assortment of solutions to support
clients’ business development efforts.

Present an extensive selection of products and
expedite the credit screening and loan acceptance
process.

Concrete Actions, ServicesExternal Environment, Clients’ Needs
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Real Estate Asset Finance Widens Fund Supply
Real Estate Asset Finance
Asset finance has attracted attention as a fund-raising
method that underlines the value of assets and their
respective profitability. In particular, real estate asset
finance—such as non-recourse loans and securitization
of real estate (which utilizes real estate-managed trusts
and special purpose companies) and real estate finance
(such as non-recourse loans)—extends beyond securitiza-
tion of existing properties to a wide range of applications.
These include new acquisitions of buildings, warehouses
and other structures, development of condominiums and
shopping facilities, and participation in real estate
investment projects.
    Chuo Mitsui draws on a wealth of experience and
know-how accumulated over many years in funding and
real estate operations to provide financial products fine-
tuned to the needs of corporate clients.

Investment Banking Services Hinge on Corporate
Revitalization
To assist clients in their corporate restructuring efforts,
Chuo Mitsui provides leverage financing and acts in an
advisory capacity to address issues, such as operational
independence and business establishment, arising from
management buyouts.
    In the area of private equity, the Bank and subsidiary
Chuo Mitsui Capital Co., Ltd., invest in promising unlisted
companies and together support these companies’ growth
toward achieving a public listing.

    For companies seeking to revitalize operations
through legal insolvency procedures or through private
efforts, Chuo Mitsui supplies financing, such as DIP
financing. The Bank also acts as an intermediary on
mergers and acquisitions (M&A) that give failing busi-
nesses a second chance and utilizes its advisory capacity
to build and fine-tune revitalization schemes.
    In addition, Chuo Mitsui is applying a completely
different perspective to the broad-based requirements of
companies undergoing revitalization and works with
subsidiary CMTB Total Servicing to address these needs.

Balance of Real Estate Asset Finance
(Billions of yen)
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(As of March 31)
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Financial Services

Assortment of Solutions to Support Clients’
Business Development
For clients seeking to raise corporate value through
a selection and concentration of business activities,
Chuo Mitsui offers advice in such areas as the formation
of financial strategies, the establishment of corporate
administration and management structures, and
business succession.
    Changes in the business environment have created
conditions requiring new responses, such as different
approaches to corporate governance and measures to
deflect hostile takeover bids. Chuo Mitsui energetically
responds to the new business perspectives of corporate
clients with expert consultations and varied solutions.
    Using its broad-based network, Chuo Mitsui under-
takes business support services that underpin the efforts
of companies to expand their operations. These services
include business matching, which introduces clients to
potential business partners that can enlarge marketing
routes and provide outsourcing assistance; advice on
business succession; and the promotion of business ties,
an aspect of client services that allows the Bank to
expand marketing channels for testamentary-related
services, housing loans and other products and services
through alliances with other companies.

Extensive Selection of Products and Faster
Credit Screening and Decisions
To better meet the diverse funding needs of small and
midium-sized companies with a vast array of products,
Chuo Mitsui formed the Business Loan Department, a
unit dedicated to small business loan transactions, and
joined Nissin in establishing Chuo Mitsui Finance Ser-
vice. The Bank will continue to enhance its marketing
structure by enriching its product lineup with lending
schemes that anticipate the varied business situations of
corporate clients and by accelerating the credit screening
and loan approval process.
    In principle, the Business Loan Department is respon-
sible for Tokyo and three surrounding prefectures. The
department provides such products as highly convenient
card loans, which enable clients to obtain up to ¥10 mil-
lion with their client cards, as well as composite loans,
which consolidate two or more loans into one business
loan with repayment within 10 years.
    Meanwhile, Chuo Mitsui Finance Service provides
funds, primarily through unsecured card loans in
amounts up to ¥5 million for clients nationwide, in addi-
tion to real estate finance in Tokyo and three surround-
ing prefectures for real estate developers requiring funds
to purchase real estate for commercial application.
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Balance of Securities Real Estate
(Billions of yen)
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具体的な取り組みとサービス外部環境・お客さまのニーズ

Clients require help to improve their financial
footing and deal with new corporate accounting
standards.

Demand for J-REITs and private funds has
suddenly soared.

Institutional investors are becoming increasingly
interested in the real estate market.

Draw on the comprehensive skills of real estate
professionals to reinforce consultation capabilities.

Aggressively expand fund-related business.

Fulfill investment needs with pertinent real estate
investment consultations.

Concrete Actions, ServicesExternal Environment, Clients’ Needs
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Rea l   Es ta te   Opera t i ons

Specialization Underpins Strong Consultation
Capabilities
Applying knowledge gained over many years in the real
estate business, Chuo Mitsui strives to provide compre-
hensive consultations from various starting points. These
include brokerage and securitization of properties, pro-
posals for effective utilization of real estate, and apprais-
als and evaluations, allowing the Bank to customize
financing solutions to corporate clients’ needs.

Real Estate Brokerage
Our seasoned professionals boast solid experience and
expertise in various real estate-related matters, including
taxation and law. They respond with fine-tuned precision
to the property sales and purchasing needs of corporate
clients and take on everything from structural surveys to
the preparation of transfers of ownership.
    Through Chuo Mitsui Realty, a brokerage affiliate, we
also help individuals in the purchase or sale of a home.

Real Estate Securitization
Corporate clients are increasingly eager to exercise the
expedient financing options accorded by real estate
securitization, particularly to improve their balance
sheet, preserve diversity in fund procurement methods
and respond appropriately to new corporate accounting
standards.
    Chuo Mitsui has a large number of professionals on
staff, including real estate appraisers, whose skills are
complemented by reliable outside experts, such as
lawyers and certified public accountants. Together,
these people cement our capacity to form a real estate
securitization scheme perfectly suited to each
client’s situation.

Effective Property Utilization
Our specialists make full use of our years of real estate
development and management know-how to extend
advice on proposals for generating revenues from or
simply making better use of old buildings and facilities
and idle land.

Real Estate Appraisals
The need to pinpoint the value of real estate has acquired
much greater significance than in the past because of
trends toward corporate reorganization and the introduc-
tion of impairment accounting. Chuo Mitsui sends expe-
rienced real estate appraisers to properties to execute
detailed surveys reflecting the real estate appraisal needs
of each client.

(As of March 31)
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Expanding Fund-Related Business
In a business climate characterized by increased demand
for asset reduction and recombination through the
securitization of real estate, a wider market for J-REITs
and the diversifying needs of investors, the formation of
private funds is brisk. Chuo Mitsui is energetically pur-
suing business opportunities related to these funds.

Real Estate-Managed Trusts
The formation of real estate securitization schemes and
real estate funds almost always includes the establish-
ment of trusts to administer the respective property.
Chuo Mitsui draws from a deep well of proven results
and know-how to create securitization schemes matched
to user requirements and augments this ability with
high-quality administration services for real estate-
managed trusts.

Handling Administrative Tasks for J-REITs
Article 111 of Japan’s Investment Trust Law stipulates
that J-REIT investment companies must outsource to
trust banks or other financial institutions such general
office work as the creation of accounting books and pro-
cedures related to transfers of title on investment units
and investment corporation debt. Chuo Mitsui undertakes
these duties on behalf of numerous J-REIT investment
companies, including Premiere Reit Advisors Co., Ltd.

Ideal Real Estate Investment Consultations
A difficult fund management environment has prompted
greater interest in the potential of revenue-generating
real estate, namely real estate that generates cash flow,
and spurred demand for help from experts in acquiring
and operating such properties.
    To effectively address this situation, Chuo Mitsui
established a dedicated team—the Real Estate Investment
Advisory Department in May 2002. The Bank has since
implemented various measures, including registration of
this department as a general real estate investment advi-
sory in October 2002, to ensure a thorough response to
whatever request clients may have and to enrich the
content of its consultations.

Bond management 
company

Special purpose
company

(Trust beneficiary) 

Financial
institution

Originator
(Trustor/initial beneficiary)

Chuo Mitsui Trust
(Trustee) Tenant

or

1. Real estate trust

2. Trust beneficiary rights

4. Non-recourse loan 

8. Trust dividends5. Payment

3. Sale of trust 
    beneficiary rights  
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7. Rent payment

InvestorInvestor

    Real Estate Securitization Scheme Using Trust Function
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Fund application 
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J-REIT Structure—A Scheme Utilizing Investment Companies

J-REIT
Complementing its custody of assets for Office Building Fund
of Japan, Inc., an investment company affiliated with Mitsui
Fudosan Co., Ltd., Chuo Mitsui joined Ken Corporation Ltd.
and other companies in the establishment of Premiere Reit
Advisors, a real estate investment trust that listed its investment
units on the Tokyo Stock Exchange in September 2002.

In February 2005, Chuo Mitsui, together with Mitsui &
Co., Ltd., and Kenedix Inc., established Japan Logistics Fund,
Inc., a REIT that specializes in the investment of distribution
facilities. Japan Logistics Fund was listed on the Tokyo Stock
Exchange in May 2005.
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Companies must address the revision of legal
systems applicable to business, such as the
Commercial Code.

Greater use of information technology has
prompted demand for improved services.

Companies are putting more effort into investor
relations and social responsibility activities.

Offer practical, stock-related legal services.

Provide services to promote the use of information
technology.

Undertake investor relations support services.

Concrete Actions, ServicesExternal Environment, Clients’ Needs
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Stock   Trans fe r   Agency   Se r v i ces

Stock Transfer Agency Services
Stock transfer agency services go beyond processing
transfers of title and maintaining shareholders lists on
behalf of stock-issuing clients to the swift and accurate
execution of a multifaceted array of services. These range
from annual tasks, such as mailing out voting notices
and invitations to general shareholders’ meetings and
calculating and distributing dividends, to stock-related
activities, such as recapitalization, stock splits and trans-
fer of shares, all done in accordance with legal and
taxation rules.
    Chuo Mitsui complements these stock transfer agency
services with extensive stock-related consultation capa-
bilities. The Bank has earned a solid reputation in the
industry for the practical suggestions that staff specializ-
ing in IPOs have extended to executives to support efforts
to take their respective companies public.

Promoting the Use of Information Technology
Chuo Mitsui’s Online System for Shareholders’ General
Meetings reduces the need for paper invitations and
notices regarding such meetings. Instead, this content
can be sent by e-mail to addresses on record for share-
holders of stock-issuing companies that have adopted the
online format for their respective meetings. The system
also enables shareholders to exercise their voting rights
online from computer, mobile phone or other Internet
connection, anytime during the day or night, up until the
day before the meeting. We are dramatically enhancing
services for issuing companies and their shareholders in
several ways, including a better sign-in system that
expedites sign-in procedures on the day of the meeting.

The high level of security maintained by our Online
System for Shareholders’ General Meetings was officially
recognized—a first in the stock transfer agency business—
both internationally, for satisfying the international ISMS
criteria of BS7799-2, and in Japan, based on the ISMS
Conformity Assessment System.

Information Security Management System
BS7799-2 is a British standard that has become the de facto,
internationally accepted information security management sys-
tem (ISMS) standard. The ISMS Conformity Assessment System
is a qualification structure that Japan Information Processing
Development Corporation created based on BS7799-2.

An ISMS is a systematic approach to managing sensitive
company information that encompasses technological measures
to counter specific concerns as well as the necessary security
levels, treatment plans and resource allocation determined
through a risk assessment of the organization.

The desired goal of an ISMS is to maintain a good balance
concerning the confidentiality, integrity and availability of
information held by an organization and to further improve
this equilibrium.
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Stock Transfer Agency Services

Expertise in Legal Services, System
Development
Strict legal rules govern stock transfer agency services,
and repeated revisions of the Commercial Code and the
Securities and Exchange Law in the past few years have
emphasized the importance of speedy responses to new
developments.
    To effectively address legislative and structural amend-
ments, Chuo Mitsui delivers timely explanations on
various stock-related issues through several formats. The
Bank organizes lectures for directors of stock-issuing
companies and produces specialized publications,
including Shoken Daiko News (“Stock Transfer Agency
News”) and Shoken Daiko Kenkyu (“Stock Transfer
Agency Studies”).
    Access to legal services with practical applications,
substantiated by the highest results of any stock transfer
agent in Japan, has earned Chuo Mitsui a solid reputation
from stock-issuing clients.

Investor Relations Support Activities
Chuo Mitsui endeavors to meet diversifying require-
ments with quick and accurate responses to the con-
stantly changing market environment. Our efforts
include services to provide corporate clients with data on
actual shareholders, such as domestic institutional inves-
tors not listed on the shareholders’ registry, as well as
foreign shareholder analyses, which have acquired
greater importance given the yearly rise in foreign repre-
sentation on the shareholder lists of domestic companies.

Site for Accessing Notices of Shareholder
Meetings
In April 2005, Chuo Mitsui and Tokyo Securities
Transfer Agent began joint operation of a site that
enables registered domestic and international institu-
tional investors to access notices of shareholder
meetings.
    This site benefits shareholders by allowing them to
review a notice on the day of issue and have more time to
consider the agenda. Meanwhile, companies will enhance
their respective reputations because they will be creating
an environment in which shareholders are better pre-
pared to exercise their voting rights during discussions of
topics on the agenda at the actual general meeting of
shareholders.
    As of June 2005, this service had the participation of
about 300 companies.




